PAUL AND THE RHETORIC OF REVERSAL IN 1 CORINTHIANS

The first letter to the Corinthians is one of the most discussed biblical books in New Testament scholarship today. Despite this, there has been no consensus on its arrangement and central theme, in particular why the topic of the resurrection was left until the end of the letter, and what its theological significance would have been to the Corinthian church. Matthew R. Malcolm analyses this rhetoric of ‘reversal’, examines the unity of the epistle, and addresses key problems behind particular chapters. He argues that while Jewish and Greco-Roman resources contribute significantly to the overall arrangement of the letter, Paul writes as one whose identity and rhetorical resources of structure and imagery have been transformed by his preaching, or kerygma, of Christ. The study will be of interest to students of New Testament studies, Pauline theology and early Christianity.
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MACRO-STRUCTURE OF 1 CORINTHIANS

Chapters 1–4: divisive boasting over human leaders is set against the present inhabitation of Christ’s cross
(first major rhetorical unit, establishing the divine corrective of the kerygma with the witness of Scripture, climaxing with a summons to imitate the deathly paradeigma of the apostles)

1:10–2:5: God’s foolish/weak/ignoble cross (which saves) and human wisdom/strength/nobility (which will be abolished)
2:6–3:4: God’s Spirit and human capability
3:5–4:5: God’s work and human authority
4:6–21: God’s (cruciform) way and human boasting

Chapters 5–14: the cross applied

Chapters 5–7: The cross applied (I): ‘Your body belongs to the Lord’
(opening topics of ethical application, placement of which is informed by the kerygmatic renegotiation of ethical convention)

Sexual immorality, impurity, and greed
(second major rhetorical unit, with demonstrations informed by the imagery of the kerygma)

A: 5:1–13: Sexual immorality and the sacrificed Christ
B: 6:1–11: Greedy exploitation by those who will judge the world

A’: 6:12–7:40: Sexual immorality, the body, and marriage of those bought by God.

Chapters 8–14: The cross applied (II): ‘Discern the body’
(subsequent topics of ethical application, placement of which is informed by the kerygmatic renegotiation of ethical convention)
Macro-structure of 1 Cor.

Knowledge and rights
(third major rhetorical unit, with demonstrations informed by the imagery of the kerygma)
A: 8:1–13: Meat offered to idols and scandalising the ‘weak’
B: 9:1–27: Paul’s example/defence in becoming weak
  A’: 10:1–11:1: Meat offered to idols: are we stronger than he?

Tradition and division
(fourth major rhetorical unit, with demonstrations informed by the imagery of the kerygma)
A: 11:2–16: ‘I praise you for keeping the traditions’ but ‘all things come from God’
B: 11:17–22: ‘I do not praise you’
A’: 11:23–34: ‘I passed on to you what I also received’, but you invite God’s judgement of weakness, illness, and death

Gifts and love
(fifth major rhetorical unit, with demonstrations informed by the imagery of the kerygma)
A: 12:1–31: Gifts within the body are given, such that the weak/dishonourable/ignoble are indispensable
B: 12:31–13:13: Love will not be abolished
A’: 14:1–40: Gifts and self-restraint for the ordered edification of the whole

Chapter 15: Pessimism for the dead is set against the future inhabitation of Christ’s resurrection
(sixth major rhetorical unit, confirming the corrective of the kerygma with the witness of Scripture, culminating with a liberating summons to persevere in labour)
15:1–11: The gospel of the died and risen Christ, attested by witnesses who are marred by death
15:12–19: The Corinthian denial of ‘the resurrection of the dead’ undermines apostolic witness and its effects
15:20–8; 29–34: Christ has been raised, initiating both the resurrection of the dead who belong to him (such as the apostles), and the abolition of rival rulers
15:35–49: While humans offer a dead, bare ‘seed’ of a body in the present, the creator God will bring transformative spiritual clothing in the future
Macro-structure of 1 Cor.

15:50–7: All human (‘flesh and blood’) mortality must be clothed with divine immortality in Christ
15:58: This validates labour in the present

Chapter 16: Concluding local application: those who labour
16:1–4: Collection for Jerusalem
16:5–12: External figureheads: Paul, Timothy, Apollos
16:13–18: Church labourers: Stephanas, Fortunatus, Achaicus
16:19–24: Greetings